CURA Colloquium | Fridays 12-1:30

Religion & Authoritarianism

121 BAY STATE ROAD (UNLESS NOTED)

September 30
Christopher Ney, PhD Candidate, Theology
"Tocar la Conciencia de Chile: the Origins, Nonviolent Protest, and Impact of the Sebastian Acevedo Movement Against Torture"

October 21
Yidi Wu, PhD Student, Religion
"Chinese Religion and the Cultural Revolution"

October 28
Jacob Tischer, PhD Candidate, Anthropology
"Young, Hip, Religious, and... Authoritarian? How Young Taiwanese Worshipers Take Ownership of Conservative Popular Religious Practices and Update Them for Progressive Times"

November 11
Joseph Kauslick, PhD student, Theology
"On Christian Rule: resisting tyranny and fostering hope through a normative conception of leadership in American democratic life rooted in Christian ethical and theological traditions"

December 2
Lian Hnin, BU Alum, Conflict Transformation
"Religion and Authoritarianism in Myanmar"

December 9
Taylor Boas, Associate Professor, Political Science
“Expatriate Populism: Religion and the Authoritarian Right among Brazilian Migrants”